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Optical data links through the atmosphere suffer from turbulence-induced signal scintillation. In a coaxi-
ally-symmetric bidirectional link scenario, the variations of the axial intensities at both ends are corre-
lated. This relation can be used as an inherent feedbackmechanism, with negligible delay, to enhance the
capacity of the transmission system. By experiment, we show the correlation coefficient of both received
signals can reach values close to one over long atmospheric distances, provided the receiver apertures are
smaller than specific intensity speckle structures, while the correlation reduces gradually with larger
apertures. This allows transmission capacity to be optimized with adaptive transceiver systems that take
into account the degree of correlation. © 2012 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 010.1300, 060.2605.

1. Introduction

Channel reciprocity in bidirectional fading channels
connotes that the received signal levels at both link
ends are similar or, ideally, identical. Perfectly corre-
lated signals would mean that the transmitter has
perfect and immediate knowledge of the fading at
the other end of the link. This allows it to employ
fade-mitigation techniques that reach towards
theoretical channel capacity limits. These adaptive
techniques include varying the data-rate, transmit
power, modulation format, and/or code rate of for-
ward error-correction systems. They have been
widely studied in radio frequency transmission sys-
tems and, to a more limited extent, in free space
optical (FSO) communication transmission [1,2]. In
general, existing methods require a separate feed-
back channel to convey information regarding the
current fade level at the receiver back to the adaptive

transmitter. This normally incurs a delay that im-
pairs performance by an amount depending on the
rate of channel variation compared to the feedback
path delay.

In atmospheric optical links, the laser signals’
wave-fronts are distorted by index-of-refraction tur-
bulence (IRT) cells, which in the further propagation
process, leads to self-interference. This produces in-
tensity speckle patterns in the receiver plane, vary-
ing over space and time, with the movement of the
atmosphere’s IRT cells [3,4]. The size of these pat-
terns is typically in the 10 to 100 mm range and is
similar to a receiving aperture’s diameter. The speck-
les typically change their shapes in milliseconds as
the turbulence cells are moved by lateral wind, con-
vection, and possibly, relative motion of mobile link
partners. An optical receiver integrates the intensity
over its receiving aperture, thus experiencing
significant variations in received signal power over
time. When the receiver’s aperture size is signifi-
cantly larger than the typical speckle pattern size,
it integrates over several single speckles, which leads
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to smoothing of the received power vector both in
variation strength and over time, an effect called
aperture averaging [5–7].

When two transceivers are setup to send their
signals towards each other through the same IRT-
volume (i.e., transmitter- and receiver-apertures
are coaxially aligned), the two beams will experience
an identical IRT-structure, just in opposite direc-
tions. As the strength and size of the final scintilla-
tion patterns depend on the position of the specific
IRT-cells in the propagation path, it will generally
lead to different patterns at both ends with different
strengths of scintillation (see Fig. 1).

However, it was theoretically predicted several
years ago by Shapiro, Lutomirski, and Yura that
in spherical wave propagation, the intensities should
behave in a reciprocal manner for on-axis point
transmitters and receivers [8,9]. Similar investiga-
tions—partly also for non-spherical waves—have
been presented in [10] and [11]. The effect is also well
known in LIDAR-applications, where the so-called
backscatter-amplification beneficially contributes to
increased surges of the reflected signal, which is de-
tected through a receiver aperture close by or similar
to the transmit aperture [12–14]. When reciprocity
can be established reliably in an FSO communication
link, instantaneous knowledge of signal variations
at the other receiver is available, and accordingly
compensation measures can be employed without a
separate feedback channel, to increase the communi-
cation channel capacity.

Recently, measurement of reciprocity was reported
in an aircraft to ground link [15,16]. There, correla-
tion coefficients close to one could be derived from the
signals measured between a 2 × 2 ground array of
small tracked apertures and a remote terminal on-
board an aircraft.

Related approaches not only aim to provide know-
ledge of signal variations at the other link end, but
also try to correct IRT effects by adaptive optics tech-
niques, to enable a stable and constant received
signal through pre-distortion of the outgoing beam
[17]. However, such systems are out of the scope of
this paper.

While the on-axis intensity reciprocity has been
theoretically and experimentally proven, the ques-
tion remains to what extent the effect persists when
enlarging the receive apertures to beyond what can

be considered as close-to on-axis. When the link bud-
get requires a certain receiver aperture to satisfy
minimum average power, we expect reciprocity corre-
lation to drop due to the integration over non-equal
intensity distribution areas aside of the optical axis.
At the same time, aperture averaging will take effect,
beneficially reducing the variation in received power
while the receiver diameter becomes larger. This
causes power scintillation to drop to negligible values
when employing very large aperture sizes.

In this paper we investigate experimentally the
correlation of both received powers with aperture
sizes in between those two extremes. This allows as-
sessment of whether non-perfect reciprocity (i.e., re-
duced correlation coefficient) still allows beneficial
application of adaptive transmission techniques.

For the relevant mathematical theory to our mea-
surements, we reference [18], where an expression
for the correlation coefficient in reciprocal transmis-
sion with finite sized apertures is derived and differ-
ent application scenarios are evaluated numerically.

2. Experimental Setup

While the reciprocity is theoretically based on sphe-
rical waves, this is not a major limitation in most ter-
restrial FSO scenarios, as these links typically have
relatively large Tx-divergence angles of several
100 μrad. This allows modelling as spherical waves
in good approximation for the near-axis area. Beams
can be considered as near-spherical waves when

DTx ≪
����������������
λ · Latm

p
: (1)

with transmit aperture diameter DTx, wavelength
λ, and atmospheric path length Latm [19]. This condi-
tion is satisfied in our case (see Table 1), as we use
Gaussian beams with FWHM-divergence angle of
550 μrad, and Latm equals the total link length
(750 m to 20 km).

Fig. 1. (Color online) Bidirectional propagation through an ex-
tended volume of atmospheric turbulence cells generally results in
different intensity distributions at both receiver planes. However,
equal intensities exist exactly on-axis for spherical waves [8,9].

Table 1. Parameters of the Experimental Setup Common to All Tests

Parameter Unit Value

Center Wavelength/FWHM, Tx
of terminal “A”

nm 1560∕15

Center Wavelength/FWHM, Tx
of terminal “B”

nm 1555∕12

Tx-power in trials A;B∕C;D;E mW 10 mW∕26 mW
Tx-diameter, 1∕e2 mm 2.1
Tx-divergence, FWHM μrad 550
Outer Rx-aperture diameter Do mm 127 or 50
Inner Rx obscuration diameter
Di (caused by Tx-collimator)

mm 26

Effective Rx-area 127 mm m2 0.0121
Effective Rx-area 50 mm m2 0.00143
Focal length of Rx-Fresnel-lens mm 128 mm
Detector diameter (InGaAs-PIN) mm 1
Amplification stages of detector V∕μW 20 dB:0.0143 V∕μW

30 dB:0.0451 V∕μW
40 dB:0.143 V∕μW
50 dB:0.451 V∕μW

Sampling rate of Rx-power Samples∕s 1000
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One requirement for the experimental terminal
setup was robustness, to be deployable ad hoc at sev-
eral different locations in the field. We, therefore,
chose a separately adjustable small Tx-collimator
assembly with diameter Di, positioned in the middle
of the Rx-aperture (Fig. 2). This inner obscuration of
the receiver aperture clearly prevented observation
of axial speckle structure sizes below Di, which has
to be regarded later in the evaluation of reciprocity
correlation.

The receive aperture diameter could be stopped
down, from 127 mm to 50 mm, which proved crucial
to measure and quantify the channel reciprocity
effect for extended apertures.

The two received signals were sampled locally at
both link ends and their normalized correlation coef-
ficient (ρ, also denoted CCF for correlation coefficient
in Fig. 5) and further link parameters were calcu-
lated using

ρ � Ef�h1 − μ1��h2 − μ2�g
σ1σ2

; (2)

where h1 and h2 represent the two received signal
amplitudes at either end of the link, and σi and μi
are their standard deviations and means respec-
tively. In practice, two time series were recorded
asynchronously and then post-processed to synchro-
nize them with respect to a reference which had been
imposed on the signals.

3. Link Paths and Path Profiles

All measurements reported here were executed at
various locations in and near Adelaide, South Aus-
tralia, between February and April 2011, as shown
in Fig. 3. Five different transmission scenarios were
used, from 750 m up to 20 km distance, from horizon-
tal near-ground to elevated links between mountain-
top and a building-roof at lowland.

Paths A and B were horizontal and near ground
at the optical range facility of Defence Science
and Technology Organisation) (DSTO). Turbulence
strength, represented by index of refraction struc-

ture parameter C2
n, was measured with a commercial

scintillometer (Scintec BL900) (see Table 2). Paths C
through E, however, led from a rooftop to various
hills, generally causing increased height above
ground in the middle of the link. As the IRT-strength
(represented by C2

n) decreases with height according
to various models, one can estimate a C2

n-profile from
the height above ground.

It is intuitive that the special symmetric case of a
dominating IRT-passage in the middle of the link
would lead to similar intensity patterns at both ends.
However, in order to investigate the more general
situation, which is of greater practical interest, we
had to make sure that the continuous IRT profile
did not bear such a dominating middle portion. This
can be verified by calculating the weighted C2

n-profile
from the height above ground [20].

First, we need to calculate the C2
n-profile from the

height above ground. As here we had near-ground
(few meters to 300 m above ground) and nearly
horizontal paths, theC2

n-profile models popular in as-
tronomy—likeHufnagel-Valley—could not be used as
they insufficiently model the atmospheric turbulence
close to ground. Instead, we need here a model that
covers the region in the atmospheric boundary layer
below the first inversion layer. From [4], and [20], the
IRT in this region should behave according to

C2
n�h� � C2

n�h0� ·
�
h
h0

�
−k
; (3)

with h smaller than the height of the atmospheric
inversion layer and h0 larger than some meters.
For sunny daytime with an unstable boundary layer,
k should be 4∕3, but should drop to around 2∕3 during
the more stable situations around sunrise, short

Fig. 2. Geometry of both transceiver terminals which were
installed with tip-tilt-tables on geodetic tripods. Position of photo-
diode and Tx-direction could be adjusted separately to allow
co-alignment of Tx-beam with Rx-field-of-view. As Tx-lasers
MQW-type laser diodes were used (PL15 from PD-LD Inc.).

Fig. 3. (Color online) Map of measurement paths at Adelaide,
South Australia (underlying Map data ©2011 Google, Whereis®,
Sensis Pty Ltd.).
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before sunset, andduringnight.As our experimentsC
throughE took place either near sunset or on a partly
cloudy afternoon, we assume here k � 1. Typical
values of C2

n�9 m� ∼ 10−14 m−2∕3 can be deduced from
Fig. 2.7 in [20]. Thus, as C2

n�h�-profile here we
used C2

n�h� � 9 � 10−14 m1∕3∕h.
Because we used a fairly strong divergence angle of

550 μrad FWHM, the wave can be approximated as a
spherical wave. The scintillation strength can be es-
timated from the Rytov variance σ2R;sp for a spherical
wave [20]:

σ2R;sp � 2.25k7∕6L5∕6

Z
L

0
C2

n�z�w�z�dz; (4)

where w�z� is given by

w�z� �
�
z
L

�
5∕6

�
1 −

z
L

�
5∕6

: (5)

The function w�z� can be interpreted as a weight-
ing function for C2

n over the path distance z and is
also plotted in the profiles of paths as shown in Fig. 4.

4. Measurement Results

Bidirectional link tests as depicted in Fig. 1 were per-
formed over all five distances. Figure 5 shows typical
received power vectors at both ends for four different
situations.

A summary of several measured link parameters is
given in Table 2. Correlation coefficients observed
with the small aperture (50 mm) were between 0.76

Table 2. Summary of Measurement Results of All Five Test Scenarios Sorted by Distance

A B D C E

link distance L 750 m 1.5 km 4.3 km 12 km 20 km
Date & Time 17.Feb.2011

12:10–12:38
17.Feb.2011
16:18–16:54

25.Mar.2011
16:30–17:43

9.Mar.2011
18:50–20:05

19.Apr.2011
15:45–16:50

Weather sunny, clear
sky, ∼28 °C

sunny, clear
sky, ∼27 °C

Partly cloudy,
some

BGL-variations

Partly cloudy,
around
sunset

Partly cloudy,
strong

BGL-variations
mean Rx-power
with 127 mm

100 to 116 μW 38 to 47 μW 11.6 to 16 μW 2.0 to 2.8 μW 399 to 467 nW

mean Rx-power
with 50 mm

22 to 26 μW 7 to 10 μW 1.4 to 2.4 μW 290 to 490 nW 55 to 102 nW

PSIs with 127 mm
Rx aperture

0.29, 0.27 0.37 to 0.40 0.22 to 0.47 0.1 to 0.3 0.2 to 0.6

PSIs with 50 mm
Rx aperture

0.60, 0.65 0.72 to 0.91 0.39 to 1.0 0.26 to 0.41 0.24 to 0.76

CCFs with
127 mm
Rx aperture

0.19 0.27, 0.31 0.25 to 0.29 0.52 to 0.73 0.48 to 0.56

CCFs with 50 mm
Rx aperture

0.13 to 0.24 0.37, 0.38 0.44 to 0.61 0.89 to 0.91 0.76 to 0.89

Cross-correlation
peak width
(FWHM)

40 to 50 ms 20 to 30 ms 7 to 15 ms 8 to 18 ms 40 to 72 ms

for paths A and B:
measured
C2

n; for paths
C,E,D:
average C2

n and
weighted
average C2

n

for spherical
wave below

0.9E–12 to
1.0E–12 m−2∕3

3.5E–13 to
5.6E–13 m−2∕3

2.7E–15 m−2∕3;
4.3E–16 m−2∕3

3.3E–15 m−2∕3;
2.6E–16 m−2∕3

1.4E–15 m−2∕3;
1.3E–16 m−2∕3

Spherical-wave
Rytov index
σ2R;sp

1.42 8.45 0.184 1.59 1.34

ρI—estimate for
spherical waves
from IRT
in middle
of link:����������
λ · L

p
(limited

applicability
for long
atmospheric
paths due to
multiple
scattering)

34 mm 48 mm 82 mm 136 mm 176 mm
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and 0.91 for the long rangeswhile with the large aper-
ture (127mm)reachedbetween0.48and0.73. InFig.6
all reliable measurements of ρ are plotted versus the
square root of the link distance. This shows the
increase of ρ with range extrapolated up to ∼15 km.
The development is more explicit for the smaller
aperture, while the ratio between aperture and
speckle size variesmore stronglywith the larger aper-
ture. According to the trend line for 50 mm aperture
drawn in Fig. 6, ρ is expected to saturate towards
unity around 15 km with this smaller aperture. We
could not perform measurements with exactly
15 km distance, and our measurements at the
20 km path showed reduced signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) due to the high range loss. In addition, it is
believed that the scintillation speckle pattern sizes
are likely to reduce at such long horizontal paths
due to multiple scattering, making even the 50 mm
aperture too large to observe the correlation properly
at very long distances. However, this behavior will
depend heavily on the IRT-profile, making the
15 km not a specific limiting distance of the channel
reciprocity with 50 mm.

5. Interpretation of Findings

According to general scintillation theory for propaga-
tion through IRT, the final strength of the intensity
scintillation depends on the position of (or distance
from) the scattering IRT-volume. In the case of sphe-
rical waves, however, the symmetry in the weighting

function (5) of the turbulence over path, results in the
same influence of on-axis scintillation strength from
IRT that has a certain distance from the Tx or from
the Rx.

Furthermore, the specific intensity pattern size
produced by a continuous turbulent volume depends
on the positions where the individual turbulent scat-
tering is located. This means that scattering events
far from the Rx will produce large speckle sizes, while
those close to the Rx generate small speckles sizes.
Only when there is enough propagation distance for
the path close to the Rx to still produce a large enough
speckle (at least as large as the Rx-diameter), it can
contribute beneficially to ahigh correlation coefficient
of both signals. But, as theweighting function (5) sup-
presses IRT close to Rx and Tx, the too-small speckles
from volumes close to the Rx have minor effect on the
scintillation than those from closer to the middle of
the link. Using the Fresnel-size

����������
λ · L

p
as an approx-

imation of speckle size in weak-turbulence scenarios
with spherical waves [19], one can estimate the
speckle structure sizes originating from various posi-
tions along the link.Weightedwith (5), structure sizes
around

����������
λ · L

p
, which are caused by IRT near themid-

dle of the link (see Table 1 in [18]), should dominate
the intensity patterns at both ends, while those from
IRT closer to or further from the respective Rx are
under-developed. Thus,we expect only apertures that
are smaller than

����������
λ · L

p
to show a significant correla-

tion effect. The according values are given in the last

Fig. 4. (Color online) Height-above-ground profiles (solid lines), C2
n-profile (dot-dash lines), and weighted C2

n-profilew�z� � C2
n�z� (dotted

lines, weighted with w�z� of a spherical wave) of propagation paths B, D, C, E (A is similar to B, only half of its path length).
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row of Table 2 as speckle size estimate ρI. It can be
assumed that the Fresnel-size approximation over-
estimates the real speckle size at long distances,
because multiple scattering along the propagation
path prevents intensity structure sizes from further

increasing with propagation distance. Thus, even
smaller apertures than those stated in Table 2 will
be required to achieve high correlation.

Further to this simple estimation for the
reciprocity-area, in [18] an analytical derivation for

Fig. 5. (Color online) Typical simultaneously measured normalized received power vectors. From top down: Path “C” with 50 mm aper-
ture and CCF � 0.91, Path “C” with 127 mm aperture and CCF � 0.74, Path “D”with 50 mm aperture and CCF � 0.61, and path “D”with
127 mm aperture and CCF � 0.27. Rx-A solid line, Rx-B dashed line, 300 ms of Rx data samples each.
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reciprocity-strength is given which we discuss in the
following:

Fig. 7 uses the same CCF-data as Fig. 6, but sorts
it over the ratio of the receive aperture diameter to����������
λ · L

p
. Here, we observe that this ratio can be in-

creased to close to unity until significant reduction
of correlation takes place. This finding expands the
predication from on-axis reciprocity to receiver
diameters below Fresnel-size.

The continuous progression of CCF is plotted in
Fig. 3 of [18]. With an unobstructed receiver aperture
and for ratios of DRx∕

����������
λ · L

p
smaller than unity, a

CCF of higher than 0.65 can be expected. For our ex-
perimental case with an inner obscuration, values
are slightly lower. The latter is obvious considering
that most correlation is generated by the on-axis
fraction of intensity. By omitting this part through
inner obscuration with Di, a small but important
part of the speckle pattern can not positively contri-
bute to the CCF.When speckle size is small, i.e., close
to Di, this missing intensity area will cause cogniz-
able reduction of the CCF. In Fig. 7 the theoretical
values for both cases (with and without inner ob-
scuration) calculated based on the C2

n-profiles from
Fig. 4, are shown in comparison with the measured
data. This plot together with the findings of [18] sup-
ports the conclusion that channel reciprocity with
finite sized receiver apertures scales with the ratio
of aperture diameter over the Fresnel-size approxi-
mation for speckle size,

����������
λ · L

p
.

6. Summary, Limitations, and Potential Applications

These measurements quantify the effect of channel
intensity reciprocity in atmospheric bidirectional la-
ser links with finite aperture sizes. Practical limita-
tions of the measurement setup (inner-obscuration
of the Rx-aperture, and minimum aperture size lim-

ited to 50 mm) have prevented to reach correlation
coefficients closer to unity than 0.91. However, in
[15] it has been demonstrated that values of 0.99
canbe reachedwheneven smaller aperturediameters
(there 25 mm) are employed. From our measure-
ments, it can be expected that the reciprocity of inten-
sity is limited to an axial intensity area comparable to
the Fresnel-size (which serves as approximation of
speckle-size), while the intensity patterns further
from the link axis deviate in structure from each
other. Thus, only link geometries with apertures
smaller than the single speckle size ρI should be
expected to achieve high correlation coefficients. In
our tests, such aperture sizes were limited to few
centimeters.

The general applicability in much longer links, or
strongly asymmetric links, or links with high lateral
wind speed needs still to be evaluated. It would be
valuable to verify if the effect can be beneficially used
in extremely asymmetric IRT-profiles, such as satel-
lite to ground links. Especially for future optical
geostationary feeder links exploitation of this effect
could prove very beneficial: instead of waiting for a
negative acknowledge from the GEO-satellite when
data has been lost during a fade (and causing the ty-
pical delays of several 100 ms), the transmitter on
ground could directly resend data when a fade was
observed. In this application, the uplink can be adap-
tive, but not the downlink because propagation delay
between the atmosphere and the satellite is longer
than the IRT correlation time. Additionally, as in a
satellite-link scenario the point-ahead angle between
receive- and transmit-signal is often larger than the

Fig. 7. (Color online) Correlation coefficient versus receiver aper-
ture diameter normalized by the Fresnel size

����������
λ · L

p
. The correla-

tion values increase significantly when the ratio is below one.
Measured values (asterisks) are compared with theoretical values
without an inner obscuration (circles) and regarding the inner ob-
scuration of 26 mm in our experiment (diamonds). The theoretical
values are calculated according to [18]. The scenario letters (A to
E) are indicated on top of each set of values, where each scenario
provides two sets due to the two aperture sizes.

Fig. 6. (Color online) Correlation coefficients versus square root
of link distance. There is an approximately linear increase in
CCF with the square root of the range, up to ∼15 km. The
CCF-saturation to 1 should be expected around 15 km when the
aperture becomes significantly smaller than the speckle size. It
is believed that this situation could not be reached even with
the long path E(20 km) because multiple scattering prevented
reciprocal speckle structures to increase further with distance.
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isoplanatic angle of the atmosphere, limitations in
applicability must be expected.

Another auspicious future link scenario is long-
range inter-platform links between High Altitude
Platforms (HAP), which can be used as communica-
tions nodes in the stratosphere. Due to the nature of
these link geometries (long distances with continu-
ous IRT and large speckle sizes at the receiver),
the reciprocity should be well developed, allowing
efficient application of mitigation techniques.

The most promising application, however, should
be long-range bidirectional inner-atmospheric FSO
links using common Tx- and Rx-apertures and hav-
ing a requirement for using small aperture sizes
(smaller than ∼50 mm for 1550 nm wavelength),
e.g., due to size or cost constraints. In such links,
adaptive forward error correction, or variable data-
rate schemes could be used to maximize throughput
and minimize losses, while allowing longer distances
through optimum fading compensation. Admittedly,
whenever larger Rx-apertures can be used, the fad-
ing-reduction from aperture-averaging (besides the
even higher mean power) will supersede the benefit
from channel reciprocity.

We are not aware yet of an application-verification
of the reciprocity effect for communication link qual-
ity improvement, by varying transmit power, or data-
rate, or coding, according to the measured Rx-power.
Investigations of beneficial applications based on
adaptive data-rate are ongoing.
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communications Research at University of South
Australia. The research stay of Dirk Giggenbach at
the University of South Australia was financed
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Appendix A: Abbreviations and Symbols:

ACOV Auto Covariance function
BGL Background Light
C2

n structure constant of optical turbulence
FSO Free Space Optical communications

FWHM Full-Width Half-Maximum
IRT Index-of-Refraction Turbulence
PSI Power Scintillation Index
Rx receiver
Tx transmitter

XCOV Cross Covariance function
ρ normalized correlation coefficient, also denoted CCF
ρI size of intensity structure
σR Rytov variance
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